Matrix 8
DESIGNED & BUILT SPECIALLY FOR THE WORLD MARKET; WITH
MORE POWER, CAPACITY AND HEAVY DUTY COMPONENTS

The Matrix 8 has been created for small clubs.
It gives you unrivalled performance, using
advanced technologies and components to
provide a flexible, multi-talented series of
traps as either a right-handed, midi, mini,
battue and left-handed thrower.

HINTS AND TIPS

Matrix 8







LEFTHANDED



400 clay capacity
100 plus yards throwing distance
1.5 seconds re-cocking time
Proven "Knife Edge" system to
feed wet or frozen clays without
failure
Stainless steel throwing plate,
alloy and corrosion protected
parts for long lasting rust protection





Powered by 12 volt battery or optional 110v transformer
Available in Standard, Midi, Mini
Battue and Left Hand versions
Comes with 162’ release cable,
quality release switch and comprehensive owners manual
Lifetime guarantee on the clutch
and one-way bearing; 3 year warranty on all other parts

OPTION
Footswitch

When designing a competition
Sporting/FITASC course,
consider using two or three of
our left-handed models. These
machines use negative curl to
throw a different flight profile
from any other trap on the
market.

DESCRIPTION
Ideal for solo use as it allows the shooter to release targets while keeping both hands
on the gun. It is a heavy duty unit designed to take field use.

Extension Cable 162' extension cable for increased distance between the shooter and trap.

Stainless Steel Knife System

PROMATIC, INC.
WWW.PROMATIC.BIZ

Radio Release
Systems

Say goodbye to trailing wires and allow for quick course changes. High efficiency
units allow for wireless use of any Promatic launcher.
Great for solo shooting. Short cable fits between the trap and a standard release,
footswitch, or radio release. 2.5 second delay between pressing fire and the trap
Pro-Delay Cable release. Press twice to get a following pair; up to 6 times for a mini flurry. Simple,
waterproof, no batteries or wiring.
Cart

This 2 wheel cart with pin-hitch connection makes any sporting Promatic machine fully
portable. Includes battery mount and 12" solid rubber tires.

Solar Panel

Harness the power of the sun to maintain the charge in your battery for continued
shooting for days without the worry of the battery losing charge.

Transformer

Add our transformer to run your machine on either 110v electricity or 12v DC power.

FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU CALL

1-888-767-2529

